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Stmjet Rearview Mirror With Large Field Of View In The Car Anti-Glare
Mirror Car Indoor Rearview Mirror Wide-Angle Curved Plane Mirror

STOCK: In Stock

SOLD
BY:

Stmjet

MODEL: GP310
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route=product/manufacturer/info&manufacturer_id=83)





The ultra-wide viewing angle provides a 170° wide field of view through the rear camera. With a wider field of view, the driver will be able to capture all the small details, such as
license plates and all other things that may appear on the road.

The waterproof rear camera is clearly visible in the rain: it may not be as clear when it is raining with traditional cameras. Can display clear images when driving in the rain,

The sensor can achieve ultra-clear imaging: the front camera built-in sensor is built into the rear camera to achieve clearer night vision.

Sensor: The sensor will sense any collision or severe break, and will automatically lock the emergency document, so it will not be recorded cyclically.
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Rich In Variety
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Manufacturer Direct
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Global Partner of DHL
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